Dragon Illusion Movie Rubric
Objectives

5 points

4 points

3 points

2 points

Video Footage is focused with Video Footage has a few
high resolution,and steady
unclear scenes or shaky
images
images

Movie has many unclear scenes Quality is poor and still images
and shaky images and/or does are very unclear and/or detract
not add to the movie
from the movie.

Effects, titles & transistions are

Transitions, titles and effects are Very few, if any, transistions,

It is ready for publishing.

published.

should not be published.

Music

Appropriate music was used to
Appropriate Music was used to
fit the mood and clips. Fair
fit the mood & clips. Fair Use
Use guidelines were not
guidelines were followed.
always followed. Credit was
Credit was given.
given.

Music was included, but did not
match the clips.Fair Use
guidelines were not always
followed. Credit was not given.

Very little, inappropriate or no
music. No credits were given for
music.

Narration

Narration was articulate, at a
reasonable speed and met all
of the requirements of the
assignment.

Narration was complete and
understandable, left out some
requirements of the
assignment.

Narration was missing or was
Narration was incomplete or not
incomplete and not
understandable or did not meet
understandable and did not meet
the requirements of the
the requirements of the
assignment.
assignment.

Publishing

Movie was exported in proper
format, titled correctly and
uploaded to Google Drive and
shared with teacher by or
before deadline.

Movie was exported in proper
format, titled correctly and
uploaded to Google Drive and
shared with teacher after
deadline.

Movie was not exported in proper Movie was not exported in proper
format,not titled correctly and/or format,not titled correctly and/or
not uploaded to Google Drive and not uploaded to Google Drive
shared with teacher after/by
and shared with teacher after
deadline.
deadline.

Images

Earned
Points

Effects,
used effectively throughout the Transitions, titles and effects not used consistently. Titles
titles or effects were used. Titles
are not used consistently. It is contain 1-2 spelling/grammatical contain 3 or more
Transitions & movie. Titles are free of
spelling & grammatical errors. not ready for publishing.
errors. It should not be
spelling/grammatical errors. It
Titles

x5

Grade:

Total Points: (/25)
Total
Points: (/100)

Comments:

Dragon Illusion Movie Rubric
Objectives

5 points

Video Footage is focused with
high resolution,and steady
images
Effects, titles & transistions are
Effects,
used effectively throughout the
Transitions & movie. Titles are free of
spelling & grammatical errors.
Titles
It is ready for publishing.

Images

Music

Narration

Publishing

4 points
Video Footage has a few
unclear scenes or shaky
images

Movie has many unclear scenes
and shaky images and/or does
not add to the movie
Transitions, titles and effects are
Transitions, titles and effects not used consistently. Titles
are not used consistently. It is contain 1-2 spelling/grammatical
not ready for publishing.
errors. It should not be
published.
Appropriate music was used to
Appropriate Music was used to
Music was included, but did not
fit the mood and clips. Fair
fit the mood & clips. Fair Use
match the clips.Fair Use
Use guidelines were not
guidelines were followed.
guidelines were not always
always followed. Credit was
Credit was given.
followed. Credit was not given.
given.

2 points
Quality is poor and still images
are very unclear and/or detract
from the movie.
Very few, if any, transistions,
titles or effects were used. Titles
contain 3 or more
spelling/grammatical errors. It
should not be published.
Very little, inappropriate or no
music. No credits were given for
music.

Narration was missing or was
Narration was incomplete or not
incomplete and not
understandable or did not meet
understandable and did not meet
the requirements of the
the requirements of the
assignment.
assignment.
Movie was exported in proper Movie was exported in proper Movie was not exported in proper Movie was not exported in proper
format, titled correctly and
format, titled correctly and
format,not titled correctly and/or format,not titled correctly and/or
uploaded to Google Drive and uploaded to Google Drive and not uploaded to Google Drive and not uploaded to Google Drive
shared with teacher by or
shared with teacher after
shared with teacher after/by
and shared with teacher after
before deadline.
deadline.
deadline.
deadline.

Narration was articulate, at a
reasonable speed and met all
of the requirements of the
assignment.

Narration was complete and
understandable, left out some
requirements of the
assignment.

Grade:

Comments:

3 points

x5

Total Points: (/25)
Total
Points: (/100)

Earned
Points

